Cochlear’s Mini Microphone 2+ functions identically to ReSound’s Multi Mic.
These devices transmit audio from a variety of sources directly to personal devices (up to 82 feet).
This product is compatible with Cochlear sound processors and Resound hearing aids.
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PAIRING
After the initial pairing, sound processors will stay connected to the Mini Mic.
Turn the sound processors off.
Turn the Mini Mic on. The indicator light will flash green to confirm Mini Mic is powered on.
Press the pairing button on the Mini Mic. The indicator light will flash yellow to confirm pairing mode. The Mini
Mic is in pairing mode for 20 seconds.
Turn the sound processors on. The child will hear a melody from the sound processors once devices are paired.
An adult should always confirm successful connection with a listening check.
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CHANGE FUNCTION
Mini Mic 2+ functions including microphone, telecoil streaming, external audio streaming, and FM connectivity.
1. Locate the Mode of Operation button on the back of the Mini Mic, below the pairing button.
2. Press this button once to confirm the current function. An indicator light will blink next to the corresponding
icon (microphone, telecoil, external audio or FM).
3. To change function, press the button until the light indicates desired function.
Note: Line-In and FM Modes can only be selected if an audio cable or FM receiver are connected.
View this Step-by-Step Video for additional support.
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REMOTE MICROPHONE STREAMING
Turn on the Mini Mic and the sound processor.
Press and hold the button on the sound processor (3 seconds) to put the device into streaming mode.
The child will hear a melody from the sound processors to confirm streaming. An adult should always confirm
active streaming with a listening check.
To mute/unmute the Mini Mic, press the button between volume up/down on the Mini Mic. An indicator light
below the mute/unmute button will flash yellow while muted.
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MUTE/UNMUTE
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CONNECTING TO ROGER
Connecting only needs to be done once unless the Roger X receiver is connected to another transmitter.
Turn on the Roger transmitter and the Mini Mic.
Plug the Roger X receiver into the bottom of the Mini Mic.
Press Connect on the transmitter. Hold the Roger X receiver within 1 inch of the transmitter.
Check the mode of operation indicator light to confirm the Mini Mic automatically switched to FM mode.
Once connected, the device will remain connected for future use.
Ensure the sound processors are in streaming mode, and always confirm the connection with a listening check.
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STREAMING EXTERNAL AUDIO
Listen to audio from phones, computers, laptops, and tablets, etc. with the line-in cable provided in Mini Mic kit.
Plug the mini jack cable into the bottom of the Mini Mic next to the FM connector.
Plug the other end into the audio out of the external device (i.e. laptop, phone).
Ensure the sound processors are switched into streaming mode.
Check the Mode of Operation indicator light to confirm Line-In is selected.

CONNECTING TO TELECOIL
Telecoil (T-Coil) function may be available at large venues such as theaters, churches, and auditoriums.
The telecoil feature allows users to stream the main speaker’s voice to the sound processors.
If an environment has telecoil capabilities, turn on the Mini Mic.
Switch the sound processors into streaming mode.
Press the Mod e of Operation button until the indicator light confirms Telecoil mode.
Note: Venues that have telecoil capabilities will often display a sign to notify individuals.
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